
 GOGA TEAM DRAFT GMP – PART II - Aviles 
 

NO. INITIAL SECT. PAGE LINE COMMENT RESPONSE/ NOTES 
 

1.  BA NR 355 6 Suggest re-ordering section to use traditional layer-cake model – begin with 
geology, which form soils,… end with air quality. 
I find it odd that carbon footprint is presented here rather than in operations, 
but I can live with it. 

Done. Moved Air Quality and Carbon Footprint 
to end of section (June, only topic titles have text 
color changed, not entire sections).  Same for 
Muir Woods. 

2.  BA NR 361 2 From a quick scan, there is very little description of the GEOLOGY of 
GGNRA. The single paragraph for Muir Woods (p. 405) is also thin. When we 
address park geological resources (a fundamental resource) I think we should 
describe how most of the park is part of the continental plate, and that the new 
areas in San Mateo Co. (Rancho) are on the Pacific plate; the two creating 
unique formations along the active San Andreas fault… Earthquakes and 
seismicity get almost no treatment in comparison to climate change. 

Done for GOGA. Section added on geology and 
tectonics.  Needs to be added for MUWO 
(resource?) 

3.  BA NR 365 NA Sea-level Rise model: updated map and citations requested Park to provide updates? 
4.  BA NR 397 ? What is the logic to organize special status species by county? Retain. Consistent with more detailed sections 

like water resources.  
5.  BA NR 404 11 Statement about redwoods being saved due to their inaccessibility is wrong. Is it 

important to say why saved here? The answer is complicated. 
Done. Reworded and deleted phrase about 
inaccessibility. 

6.  BA NR 404 20 Muir Woods is entirely surrounded by Mount Tamalpais State Park. MMWD 
and GGNRA lands are not contiguous. 

Done. Intent is to convey that much of the 
general area around Muir Woods is protected 
lands. 

7.  BA NR 409 21 Verify with NR that Muir Woods is the ONLY forest. Retain. Direct from Park Website 
http://www.nps.gov/muwo/naturescience/plants.
htm 

8.  BA NR 411 3 Why do we say “Presumably”? What kind of information do we have about 
trends now? We’ve been managing the area for over 40 years. 

Can Park provide supporting data? 
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